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CORONAVIRUS (COVID-19) FAQ 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

Given recent spread of the Coronavirus, many customers are asking us for advice on 
preparing for an extended remote workforce to keep their business running. Presidio 
has the following recommendations for some common questions that you will face when 
developing your remote workforce/business continuity strategy. 
 
Q. What is unique about a Coronavirus as it relates to business continuity? 
 
A. First, many business continuity scenarios only consider natural disasters where 
there is destruction of equipment or facilities such as a hurricane or tornado.  As it 
relates to the Coronavirus facilities and equipment still exists, they just must be 
accessed remotely, potentially by employees without corporate-issued laptops and 
mobile devices.  Second, the ability for face-to-face meetings could be 
limited.  Understanding your collaboration strategy during this scenario is key, especially 
if corporate video and audio equipment is unavailable. 
 
Q. What is the most important thing to know, going into a business continuity 
scenario? 
 
A. The first thing that you must identify is what users and applications are required to 
keep your business running, how users will connect to those applications in a teleworker 
scenario, and how employees will effectively communicate with each other. Identifying 
these three critical components will allow you to craft a business continuity strategy that 
supports the needs of your organization without inflating costs and management 
overhead. Do you need the 150 applications in your catalog, or would common office 
apps keep you running for a few days? Additionally, what percentage of that workforce 
is critical to keeping the lights on? 
 
Q. Do I have to have a strategy that covers my entire workforce? 
 
A. It depends. For many organizations maintaining a short-term business continuity plan 
will mean a subset of users with access to applications and data. For others, it could be 
a significantly higher percentage. Ultimately you know your business requirements the 
best, but Presidio can help you align those business requirements to a solution. 
 
Q: What key security considerations should I consider in a business continuity 
situation? 
 
A: There are a large number of considerations (apart from the expected uptick in 
COVID-19 related spam and associated e-mail delivered malware). Many of these are 
predicated on ensuring the identity of a largely remote user population as well as having 
the appropriate controls in place to ensure that the devices connected are not a vector 
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for attack into the network. Companies should extend strong authentication to all users 
required to be part of the business continuity. Users that are not issued with corporate 
laptops and other endpoints will need additional security controls to prevent these 
systems becoming potential additional vectors into the network as well as provisioning 
secure remote access solutions. Presidio can assist in determining and provisioning the 
most appropriate solution to ensure continued access to key data and applications while 
minimizing additional risk. 
 
Q. Should I have a plan for both short-term and long-term business continuity? 
 
A. Yes. In the face of a significant amount of time where your workforce cannot be on-
premises, you need a strategy that helps you with both short term and long-term 
business continuity but also business recovery. Most basic short-term plans only cover 
several days of access and a small portion of your workforce. If you need several weeks 
out of the office for your staff, what additional resources are needed? Having a short-
term plan that can expand to handle longer-term requirements and additional staff is 
critical in the face of a true emergency.  Finally, make sure you account for specific 
processes that may infrequently run, IE quarter or year-end reporting as it relates to the 
emergency scenarios. 
 
Q. What else do I need to have identified before a real emergency? 
 
A. Besides the baseline applications and users, keep in mind what data is needed to 
keep your company moving and where it is stored.  Are there critical databases, file 
shares, or sites that must be available for work to continue? If the answer is yes (and it 
usually is), then having a strategy for making those resources available to your remote 
workforce is a key pillar of your business continuity strategy. 
 
Q. What is Presidio Managed Services doing? 
 
A. Presidio Managed Services maintains NOCs and 24x7 staff in three geographically 
dispersed locations so that any region affected can be offset by another region (this 
process is used frequently for natural events like hurricanes, etc.). Further – our 
infrastructure allows for employees and engineers to work from home seamlessly. 
 
Q. What is Cisco offering to customers to help support during this emergency? 
 
A. Cisco is enhancing their free WebEx offer with the following features: 

• Unlimited usage (no time restrictions) 
• Supports meetings up to 100 participants 
• Offers toll dial-in (in addition to existing VoIP capabilities). 

 
(Note the WebEx free offer has an otherwise limited feature set, is available as an 
online service only and requires the customer to self-provision and is self-supported.  If 
a customer using the free WebEx offer would like help from Presidio, they would need 
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to purchase the ILLUMINATE WebEx Onboarding & Provisioning offer as an entry level, 
but could upgrade to the WebEx RRR offer.) 
 
If a customer is not an existing WebEx Customer and wants a fully featured solution, 
they should contact Presidio at PresidioILLUMINATE@presidio.com to get a free 90-
day trial unlimited license.  This license could then be converted into a fully licensed 
subscription at the end of the 90 days.  These customers would get the most benefit 
from the ILLUMINATE WebEx Remote Readiness Review offer, but could also get their 
environment started with just the Onboarding & Provisioning offer. 
 
For existing WebEx customers, Cisco has not yet announced any offers but we expect 
them to do so in the near future.  Should Cisco release any meaningful offers for 
existing customers, Presidio will contact the “person of record” for our WebEx 
subscription customers. 
More info available from Cisco here - https://blog.webex.com/video-conferencing/cisco-
webex-supporting-customers-during-this-unprecedented-time/ 
 
Q. We are already a Webex customer. Can Presidio help me understand if I am 
prepared for a sudden increase in remote workers and/or virtual meetings 
requiring web or video conferencing? 
 
A. Yes. Presidio's Customer Experience team has extensive experience helping 
customers with adoption planning and enablement for their WebEx and overall 
collaboration solutions. We have created a specific WebEx Remote Readiness Review 
service to help with any immediate requirements. You can learn more 
here: https://info.presidio.com/illuminate-remote-readiness.  You can also 
email PresidioILLUMINATE@presidio.com. 
 
Q: What about the expected malware associated with COVID-19? Can Presidio 
assist? 
 
A: Presidio can evaluate and strengthen corporate e-mail systems to ensure that the 
best possible controls are in place to filter inbound e-mail delivered malware. We also 
can assist in providing training to your users to help remind them of the likelihood of 
such a threat 
 
Q. This seems a bit overwhelming. Can Presidio help? 
 
A. Absolutely. Presidio has crafted a tiered Business Continuity offering to help our 
customers in the face of a serious emergency, such as the spread of the 
Coronavirus.  Please contact your Presidio account manager for help with a strategy 
that fits your specific company requirements. 
  
 


